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Boeing Cites Shifting Federal Budget Priorities 
as Risk to Defense and Space Business  

New warning in latest 10-K suggests possible weakness in business 
segment keeping Boeing afloat as one-third of total debt comes due.  
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This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before. 
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful 
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research, 
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year. 

Boeing Warns Of New Priorities for Space and Defense Spending 
Boeing’s BDS segment— defense, space, and security— has been a source of stability as its 
commercial airplane business has faltered. The BDS segment has always been competitive, 
pressured by a host of variables.  
 
In its 2019 10-K, Boeing acknowledged those variables: 
 

“In our BDS business, we anticipate that the effects of defense industry consolidation, 
fewer large and new programs and new priorities, including near and long-term cost 
competitiveness, of our U.S. DoD and non-U.S. customers will intensify competition for 
many of our BDS products.” 
 

In its 2020 10-K, Boeing adds language identifying new risks to the segment: 
 

“In our BDS business, we anticipate that the effects of defense industry consolidation, 
shifting acquisition and budget priorities, and continued cost pressure at our U.S. 
DoD and non-U.S. customers will intensify competition for many of our BDS products.” 
 

Though a recurrent risk that’s amplified every election cycle, Boeing includes new details in its 
latest 10-K regarding the Washington D.C. risk: 
 

“...long-term uncertainty remains with respect to overall levels of defense spending 
beyond FY21, and it is likely that U.S. government discretionary spending, including 
defense spending, will continue to be subject to pressure.” 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1658471
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/12927/000001292721000011/ba-20201231.htm#i96590b8c6e314800be0151fa0daac962_61


One-Third Of Boeing’s $63 Billion In Debt Comes Due In Next 
Three Years 
Boeing’s total debt is $63.6 billion of which $20.4 billion of principal payments on outstanding 
debt comes due over the next three years. If we look at the earnings call conducted a week 
before the latest 10-K was filed, investors might conclude the debt coming due poses an 
increased risk to equity investors should the company need to raise additional capital: 
 

“We believe we currently have sufficient liquidity and are not planning to increase our 
debt levels. However, we will continue to actively manage our balance sheet, including 
refinancing debt maturities.” 


